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Abstract
This thesis presents a study and implementation aimed at improving the voice quality of
Internet phone applications. Problems existing in current IP phones are analyzed and
described. For the silence probiem, this thesis proposes the use of a noise generator in

client applications. As

a

result, an adaptive and dynamic noise generator

to generate comfort noise that is used to

fill

Ii]

is developed

silent intervals. This solution can solve the

silence problem with no cost to the valuable Internet bandwidth, because there is no need

for transmitting any extra voice data. In this project, fractal techniques are used for
background noise analysis, features extraction and noise generation.

To detect the boundaries between speech signals and non-speech signals, a new method,
peak point density, is defined and used
variance fractal dimension method

l2l

in combination with other two

and the energy method.

methods, the

To generate noises with

extracted features, midpoint displacement [3] algorithm is developed and used.

As a simulator, a prototype program is developed in Java based on Web2Talk [4], which
can be used to implement noise separation and generation, audio signal reconstruction as

well as voice data transmission over TCP/IP. In the prototype program,

a user interface is

designed, so that various thresholds used for noise separation and echo cancellation can

be set conveniently by moving scroll bars. Using this prototype, experiments can be set

up easily for demo to show that the audio signal with silent intervals is unnatural and
distracting when played on speakers, whereas the reconstructed audio signal with the
silent intervals filled with the generated noise is comfortable and similar to the original
one. The prototype is a client-server real-time network program coded in Java, and can be

run both on Unix workstations and Linux machines.

The solution proposed by this thesis for the Internet phone silence problem is at the
application level, so

it

can be directly applied to any commercial IP phones software

without any requirement of change for lower levels of IP networks.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
L.1 Problem Analysis and Solution
Internet phone or IP phone [5] application is a relativeiy new product among Internet
applications, and

it

emulates the normal telephones, allowing for long-distance phone

calls to be made over the Internet. One of the advantages of using IP phones is cost
saving for long distance calls because both data and voice can be transmitted across the
same networks.

Although there are many advantages over normal telephones, the IP phones are still not
used as widely as they were expected. One reason is the poor voice quality. Generally
speaking, there is always a conflict between the quality of service and the limited Internet
resources. The motivation

of this project is to improve the quality of service without

adding the burden of extra data transfer to the Internet.

When talking via IP phones, one may experience many voice quality probiems, such

time delay, packet loss, jitter and silences. There are many reasons that cause
problems. The most obvious one is the sudden burst

results

in packet loss and delay. Jitter is usually

as

the

of heavy traffic, which usually

caused

by inevitable variations in

networks. A lot of research and work have been done on the solutions for packet loss and

jitter [5],

whereas this project only focuses on the silence problem.

For current Internet phones, to minimize the use of Internet bandwidth, when there is no
speaking, no packets are delivered. As such there is no audio signal played on the
speakers on the receiver side, which results

in pure silence. The abrupt transition from

normal speech to total silence is unnatural and distracting [5]. Warren [6] investigated the
human perception of speech interrupted by silence compared to noise, and the results
show that phonemic restoration occurs with the noise situation. In another words, once

the background noise is removed, humans

will

perceive the silence as uncomfortable.

Obviously, transmitting background noise during the silence is not an optimal solution,

as

it would waste valuable bandwidth. People usually don't pay too much attention to
background noises

if only do they exist [6], so it is possible to replace

the background

noises with similar ones generated by a noise generator without causing any hearing
perception problem.

One property of fractal objects is their fractal dimension. Many natural processes and

[7]. This makes it
possible to use the fractal dimension property for speech signal separation [2] and
phenomena can be viewed as fractals; audio signals are among them

background noise generation as a key parameter [3]. This project addresses the silences
problem existing in current phones from the application level and provides a solution to it

by using a noise generator in client applications. That is, whenever a client application
detects an absence of noise packets, the noise generator begins to generate a similar type

of noise. By filling the generated noise into the silences, the reconstructed audio signal is
obtained. Then the reconstructed audio signal is sent to the speakers, so

it

appears that a

conversation is being transmitted continuously.

Generally speaking, background noise contained in audio voice signals takes about 50
percent or even more of the total conversation period of time. Therefore, how to deal with

the silences caused by background noise suppression plays a very significant role in the
success

of Internet phones.

1.2 Thesis Research

This thesis deals with Internet phone communication, speech/non-speech detection,
features extraction of background noise and noise generation. The following procedures
are followed:

Develop algorithms to separate background noise from speech signals
Discover the features of the extracted noises
Develop a dynamic and adaptive noise generator to generate noise

Reconstruct speech signals into natural audio signals
Develop IP phone prototype software for demonstration

1.3 Thesis Contributions
This thesis provides a solution to the silent interval problem existing in Internet phone
communications. The silent intervals are filled with generated fractal noise

by

an

adaptive and dynamic noise generator on the receiver client side. The solution does not
burden the Internet with extra traffic, because no extra voice data is transmitted except

for only

a

few feature parameters needed for noise generation.

Next, a novel noise separation method, peak point density, is defined and developed to
separate noise. This method can reveal the change

of frequency content in the audio

signal in the time domain instead of the frequency domain. One of the advantages of this
method is reduced computation. This method also has a great potential value in real time
applications.

Finally, this thesis provides a Java prototype program that integrates Internet phone
telecommunication and background noise separation as well as noise generation together,
so that the whole procedure can be implemented, and the result of this solution to the
silence problem can be verified.

1-.4

Thesis Organization

Chapter 1 gives a description of the silence problem and the main motivation of this

project. Procedures are set up for the solution of the problem.

It

also outlines the

relevance of this project and the role played by other contributions.

Chapter

2

gives an overview over current Internet phone applications from their

architecture, structure, hardware support and software support as

well as protocols

support. The reasons that determine and affect voice quality are described and analyzed.

At last, the silence problem in Internet phone applications is recognized and a solution
proposed.

Chapter

3

describes background noise and fractal techniques related

to time

series

processes. The theory and principle of variance fractal dimension algorithm and midpoint

displacement algorithm are described. The calculation formulae are derived.

Chapter 4 describes various methods used for noise separation, echo cancellation and
noise generation as well as audio signal reconstruction. Examples are provided which
show the results of experiments with these methods.

Chapter 5 describes Internet phone software development for both client applications and
server applications. The use of multithreading is a feature of this software.

Chapter 6 draws conclusion and indicates possible future direction for this project.

Chapter 2

Internet Phone Literature Review
With the explosive growth of the Internet over the world, Internet telephony application
has (ITA) become more and more widely used [8]. Since VocalTec Internet Phone [9]

was released first
computers,

in

1994 to offer real-time voice communication service between two

ITA has become an integration of computer, telephone, Fax, etc. Currently,

many companies and research labs [10] are working on the next generation of ITA that

will provide Quality of

Service (QoS), and make communication between different

applications possible by applying a series of protocols such asH323 [11], RTP, RTCP

[12] and RSVP to different applications [13]. ITA is an integration of voice

data

transmission, text chat, file transfer and video transmission, but the most important is the
transmission of voice data over data networks. Therefore the voice quality is a significant

factor in the future of IP phones. To understand the problems existing in ITA, we would

like to give a description and analysis of the ITA working principle from the architecture,
hardware support, software support and protocols support respectively. Then the silence

problem is discussed.

2.L lT

Architecture

[13]

^
ITA is a complicated system (Fig.2.1). According to the devices used at each client end,
it can be classified into different types:

1)PC-PC
The Link is PC

-

IP -PC. This class is attractive to private users who have Internet access

and a PC with audio devices. Most of the commercial software is developed for this case,

and a lot

of

software

is available for free, such as Internet Phone (VocalTec

Communications Ltd.) and Net-Meeting (Microsoft Corporation). There
charge for conversation beyond the costs of Internet access.

is no

extra

r

PC

E

PC

IP

- Internet
IG - Internet Gateway
PBX - Private Branch Exchange
FAX - Fax Machine
PC - Personal Computer
Phone - Normal Telephone
Figure 2.1 Architecture of Internet Phones

z)PC - Phone
The link is PC

-

IP

- IG - PBX - Phone. This class is attractive to a pair of users when

one of them has access to a PC, and the other one has only access to a normal telephone.

Net2Phone (ITD Coryoration) is developed specially for this situation, but there is a

6

sllrcharge. In some cases, the charges are much lower than the long distance rate of using
a

normal teiephone.

3) Phone - Phone

The link is Phone

- PBX -

IG

- IP -IG - PBX -Phone. This class is attractive to those

who do not have access to the Internet or a PC, but want to save on long distance call
fees.

It is very convenient for

consumers. Costs are a little bit lower than that of using

normal telephones. To use this, users only need to dial a special number before dialing
destination numbers. Then the call is transferred to a special IG where the voice data is
packed and delivered to a destination IG. The destination IG transforms the received
packets into audio signals, and sends them to a PBX, then the PBX sends the call to the
corresponding users.

4) Phone

-

The link is Phone

PC

-

PBX

- IG - IP - PC. This class is useful for those people who want

to reach Internet users with an ordinary telephone. So far, not many companies

are

involved in providing this service, and that the signaling between IP addresses and
telephone numbers is complicated maybe the reason.

5) Fax (PC)

- Fax
The link is Fax (PC) - PBX -

IG

-

IP

-

IG

-

PBX

-

Fax. This class is similar to Phone -

Phone.

2.2 }Iardware Support t4l
To transmit voice data via Internet, hardware support is necessary. From audio device to

IP network, and from router to gateway, all of them contribute in part to the final
compieteness of voice conversation. In this section, we only give a brief description to
the audio device and IP network that are related to PC - PC class.

2.2.1Aadio Device

Audio device includes microphone, speaker and audio card. The microphone is the
equipment used to detect the vibration of air and transform

it into a current or voltage

signal; a speaker is the equipment used to transform the current or voltage signal into air
vibration. The audio card is the equipment used to digitize analog signal to digital signal

or to convert digital signal to analog signal. In Internet phone communications, audio
cards are necessary because only digitized data are allowed for transmitting via packet
networks.

2.2.2Networks [14]
As a key requirement for successful ITA, networks are responsible for delivering a real-

time stream of data from sources to destinations. As the most popular one, TCP/P
network can be described as a five-layer model (Fig. 2.2). That is, application layer, TCP
layer, IP layer, data link layer and physical iayer.

1) Application Layer
At the top of the TCP/IP model is the application layer that contains all higher-level
protocols. In this iayer, all the protocols are implemented by software and only limited to

this layer. Among the well-known applications are TELNET, FTP, HTTP, SMTP and
INTERNET TELEPHONY. The interfaces between applications and TCP layer provide

a

way for the application program to exchange data between application layer and TCP
layer. As a prerequisite

of

communications, the address

is

necessary.

It is in the

application layer that the source addresses and destination addresses are determined, such
as IP address and port numbers.

2) TCP Layer

The TCP layer is just below the application layer.

It provides the services for the

applications via an interface called Sockets. Each socket has a unique address consisting

of the IP address of the host and a 16-bit port number. Numbers below 256 are wellknown ports and reserved for standard uses, like ftp, email and Netscape etc. To obtain
services, the connections must be estabiished among hosts. Each connection

is full

duplex, which means that data can be sent or received via the same connection. In the
transport layer there are two main protocols, the transmission control protocol (TCP) and
user data protocol (UDP).

Figure 2.2TCP/W Network Model

TCP is a connection-originated protocol and was designed to provide a reliable stream
data transmission over unreliable Internet networks. The basic idea is that a virtual

circuit is set up for data transmission.
predefined period of time, the sender

If

there is no acknowledgement received

in

a

will re-send the data again. One of the advantages

is the guarantee of sending data from source to destination.

UDP is a connectionless transport protocol, and was designed to provide a way for
applications

to

send encapsulated datagrams from source

to

destination without

establishing connections and guaranteeing the data to be delivered to destination. Each

datagram includes complete addresses and may

go through different routes to

destinations. Packets sent first are not necessarily received first. Compared with TCP, a

UDP segment consists of only 8 header bytes followed by data rather than TCP's at least

20 header bytes followed by data. For the speech signal in an IP phone conversation,
occasional packet loss doesn't affect the understanding too much, but there is a very strict

9

time requirement, so the UDP protocol is more suitable when only a limited bandwidth is
available for the conversation.

3)

IP Layer

The IP (Internet protocol) layer provides a service to deliver datagrams from source to
destination with best effort without checking whether the destination machine is on or

not, and whether the datagram is delivered to destination or

not. This layer includes

router, switch and gateway. The tasks of the IP layer involve routing and congestion
control. If the source machine and destination machine are not on the same network, it is
up to this layer to deal with the differences.

If

the source and destination are not in the

same system, a gateway or router is needed to connect them together.

Although ATM is considered more suitable for some special applications such as realtime communication, the IP networks are still more and more widely used in the world

scale. So any application has to face the IP networks, and deal with problems such

as

data loss, delay and jitter.

4)

Data Link Layer

The data link layer consists of two sub-layers. The top one is responsible for the delivery

of data from one end of a wire to the other end with reliability; the bottom one

is

responsible for injecting raw bits into the physical medium.

5)

Physical Layer

In the network model, the physical layer is located at the bottom. In communication
systems, all the users ale connected either by guided transmission media (wire, fiber) or

unguided media (wileless). Different media have different limitations in bandwidth. As
the transmission capacity increases, various real time applications are becoming reality.

2.3 Software Support [4]

ITA (Fig. 2.1) is a complicated system that consists of many sub-systems. It involves
voice transmission and telephone calls signaling as well as video and file transfer across

10

different networks and gateways. In this section, we only give a review over those
functionalities that are related to the PC-PC conversation model.

2.3.1Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
PCM is a method of digitizing speech, that is, turning the analog signal into a series of
binary ones and zeros.
systems

G3II is a widely accepted standard in Pulse Code Modulation

in public and private telephone

networks. There, u-law and a-law are two

compression methods used for voice data compression, which codes each sample with

i2

or 14 bits into 8 bits at a rate of 8,000 samples per second.

2.3.2 Call Signaling [5]

Call signaling could be run on a gateway or a terminal. It is responsible for detecting the
presence

of a new call, and collecting

address information. The information then is

mapped into a format that allows establishing a session across the packet network.
Through this, a telephone number may be mapped to an IP address or vice visa. In the PC
- PC IP phone model (Fig.2.1), the signaling task is implemented in server applications.

2.3.3 D ata Processing Module

This is a process that includes PCM decoding, background noise suppression and data
compression, etc.

1) PCM Decoding
Since u-law PCM data is coded in 8-bits for each sample, decoding is necessaly before
any data processing can be done.

2) Background

Noise Suppression

To minimize the bandwidth needed for voice data transmission, only speech signals are
delivered via the Internet. The detection of speech/non-speech is usually implemented by
checking the amplitudes of audio signals t15lt16l. Roughly, 50% -607o of bandwidth
saving is possible in a conversation between two users.

ii

3)

Echo Cancellation

The echo we would like to address here is not the one generated by interference between

physical iines but one created by coupling of speaker and microphone (Fig. 2.3).

Fm (t)
Microphone

Fs (t) is the signal to be played in Speaker.
Fu (t) is the speech signal from a human.

Fm (t) is the audio signal recorded by Microphone.

Figure 2.3 Echo Canceilation

The local microphone picks up the acoustic energy from the output of the loudspeaker,
and this signal is returned back to the sender side, which creates an undesirable echo of

the original signal

[17]. To

remove the signal Fs (t) from Fm (t) is not a trivial task.

Obviously, echo becomes annoying and intolerable for a fuli-duplex conversation when
using a speaker and setting the volume high. The most effective way to avoid the echo is
to use a headphone instead of a speaker, and the other simple method of echo cancellation

is to cut off the input a microphone audio signal whenever there is a speech signal to be
played in a speaker.

4)

Data Compression

Currently, most

of the users of IP

phones connect their computers

to networks via

modems with a limited bandwidth. For a mono, 8000(Hz) sampling rate and 8-bit for
each sample, about 64(Kbps) bandwidth is necessary

for sending the data out. In a full-

duplex conversation, 128(Kbps) bandwidth is needed. This is a big burden. Therefore
data compression is necessary given the limited capacity of information transmission via

T2

the networks in the current situation. In some commercial IP phone applications [9],
further data compression is applied.

5)

Data Recovery

For real-time applications, the most important factor that affects the quality of service is

time delay, so UDP/IP is selected for transmitting multimedia data. UDP/IP

is

connectionless and unreliable, and there is no guarantee that packets are delivered to the

destination. In some cases, a limited voice data loss does not affect the perception of a
conservation, but humans are very sensitive to audio signals, and are able to detect a very

small signal loss. In this situation, a remedial measure is appreciated whenever a packet
ioss is detected [18].

Due to the noise suppression and echo cancellation, when there is no speech signal, no
packets are delivered. This results in pure silence at the receiver. The silent intervals
make the speech sound discontinuous and annoying. To make the speech appear natural,
the silences need to be filled with some kind of comfort noise [5].

6) PacketEncapsulation
UDP/IP does not guarantee that packets are delivered in the correct order; thus in each
packet a sequence number is needed to allow for their reordering. The sequence number
also allows the receiver to detect lost packets.

7)

Receiver Buffer

Due to the variability of transmission delays over networks, a buffer is needed at the
receiver side to remove jitter. The receiver buffer collects packets and holds them for a
certain period of time to allow them to be played in correct sequence. An average buffer
size of 0-2 seconds is used in some applications. The buffer size can be set up either by
users or dynamically by software according to the variation in inter-packet arrival times.

t3

8)

Text Chat and File Transfer

In ITA, text chat is very useful, especially when there is a burst of heavy traffic. In that
situation voice conversation is almost impossible and text chat can make the conversation
continuous.

9) Video Transmission
Video transmission service is provided in some commercial ITA software. For most
current users of ITA, the avaiiable bandwidth and computer resources including CPU and

memory are not sufficient to provide an acceptable quality of video service.

L0) User Interface

A

good user interface is important for users. The interface is supposed to provide the

following services:

'/

User registtation, which allows the users to register with a nickname to be
used on a user list.

,/
,/
'/

Active user list, which allows current active users to find

a user

to call.

Audio tool, which allows the users to adjust the voice volume.
Voice activity bar, which is used to set up a threshold for background noise
suppression.

'/

MuteÆalk switch, which allows users to close or open the microphone when
talking.

'/

Jitter buffer size, which allows users to set up a suitable size for the receiver
buffer to reduce voice jitter.

'/
'/

Texts chat, which allows users to type and send text messages to a partner.

Data statistics view, which allows users

to view the statistics of

data

transmission over the IP network, such as the percentage of packet loss, etc.

2.4 Protocols
With the increasing need for IP phones in the telecommunication market, more and more
applications and companies

t9l are involved in
I4

Internet telephony communication

research and development. Therefore some standards are needed

applications. H.323 [11]

is a

to adapt different

standard that specifies the components, protocols and

procedures that provide multimedia communication services, such as, real-time audio,

video and text data communication over the packet networks. Currently, for most of the
Internet phone applications,H.323 standard is only partly supported. The issues that need
to be dealt with regardtngH.323 include:

1)

Audio Codec

Audio Codec is a standard for audio data coding and decoding. Different companies may

it difficult for
as the coded data in one

develop their own methods for data compression, which would make

different applications to communicate with each other,

application is not recognized in another application. Therefore, a standard is necessary for

all the compression

to follow, so that users who use different application
software can coÍrmunicate with each other. As an example, ITU-T recommendation

G.lII

methods

standard is used extensively in

curent IP phones.

2) Video Codec

Like the audio Codec, video Codec is a standard for video coding and decoding. By
following the standard, all application software can decode the compressed video data by
other application software. For appÌications that provide video communication, ITU-T

H.26t is one of the formats that should be supported.

3) Real-time Transfer Protocol (RTP) t12l

The real-time transport protocol provides end-to-end delivery services for real-time data
transmission, such as audio and video. These services include a sequence number, time
stamp and payload type identification, etc. Applications typically run RTP on top of

UDP. RTP itself does not provide any mechanism to ensure timely delivery or provide

other quality-of-service guarantees, but relies on lower-layer services to do so. By
following the RTP standard, application software can make their payloads recognizedby
each other.
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4) Real-Time Control Protocol (RTCP) [12]
The real-time transport control protocol is the counterpart of RTP that provides control
services. The primary function

of RTCP is to provide feedback on the quality of

data

distribution by monitoring the status of data deliveries.

5) Real-Time Stream Protocol (RTSP)

This is a protocol related to multimedia (video, audio) real-time service on

demand,

which allows users to control media servers by sending back some commands, such

as

'play', ' back' and 'forward', etc.

2.5 Problem Analysis and Recognition
IP phone is an integration of audio devices, networks and application software with
different data processing algorithms. Each of them contributes to the total quality of
service of IP phone applications. As shown in Fig. 2.4, the microphone of Client-A takes
an acoustic signal, and sends

it to the data processing module. After data processing, data

packets are injected into to the networks for transmitting. The networks send the data
packets from Client-A to Client-8. In Client-B, after data processing, the acoustic signal

is sent to a speaker for playing.
'When

using IP phones, the following problems are recognized:

2.5.1Jitter [5]
Voice Packets are generated at a constant rate while someone is speaking. There

is

essentially no gap between packets. Devices in networks cause an unpredictable amount

of delay to occur between these packets, and this results in voice jitter. To remove jitter,

a

jitter buffer is required to collect packets and hold them long enough to allow the slowest
packets to arrive in time to be played in the correct sequence, but which would cause
additional delay.

t6

2.5.2 Silent Interval and Choppy Voice

In the real time voice communications over IP phones, when there are no audio data sent
to a speaker from the data processing module (Fig.2.4), the speaker simply explains the
period of time as silence. The reasons that cause no data to be sent to speakers include:

Client -A

Networks

Ciient-B

Figure 2.4 Simplified IP phone model

1)

Packet Loss

IP networks cannot provide a guarantee that packets will be delivered at a timely manner.
Packets

will be dropped under heavy ioads during periods of congestion. The result of

packets loss is no sound at the receiver side.
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2)

Packet Drop

Due to the time sensitivity of real time speech communications, some packets with delays
out of a given jitter buffer size have to be dropped even though they are finally received.

3)

Noise Suppression and Echo Cancellation [5]

Noise suppression is a process to cut off background noise on sender sides, so that only
speech signals are delivered to receiver sides, and this causes no packets received on the

receiver sides.

In fact this is the main reason that causes

silences. Similar to noise

suppression, echo cancellation cuts off echoes once detected at sender sides, and this also
causes no data to be received at the receiver side.

A conversation

appears discontinuous and choppy

with the silent intervals caused by the

packet loss, the packet drop and the noise suppression as well as the echo cancellation

filled in. This thesis would only focus on the unnatural silent intervals caused by

the

noise suppression. The silent intervals caused by echo cancellation are essentially the
same as that in background noise suppression.
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Chapter 3

Fractal Theory and Background Noise
Fractal techniques can be used not only to analyze the geometric shapes, but also the time
series signals [7]. When dealing with the speech signal and background noise in IP phone

communications, fractal dimension techniques can be used to recognize and generate the
background noise.

In the following sections, the background noise and the theory of

fractals are described.

3.1 Background Noise
In the natural world, there are various background noises. They could come from surf,
birds, wind or traffic, or even breathing that we can hear when talking through

a

telephone. The existence and measurement of background noise is both objective and

subjective, and

it

can be defined as any sounds that a human being is not focusing on

when trying to hear something else. Living in a certain background noise environment,
human beings tend to get familiar with it.

If the environment is suddenly changed, human

hearing systems can catch the change unconsciously. Background noise always exists.

For listeners in conversations,

it is not comfortable to only hear the background

noise

contaminated with speech signals while the uncontaminated background noise is removed

t6l.

According to power spectrum analysis, noise can be classified into white noise and color
noise by the relationship between frequency and power spectrum density [7]. The color
noise can be further classified into pink, brown and black noise (Fig. 3.1).

For white noise, the power spectrum density is proportional to

tlf 0 6ig.

3.1, (a)), that is,

the energy distribution in white noise is uniform in frequency; for pink noise, the power
spectrum density is proportional to

tlf t lnig. 3.1, (b)), that is the energy distribution of

pink noise decreases with the increase of frequency; for brown noise, the power spectrum

I9

density is proportional to
is proportional to

t/f 2 çfig.3.l, (c)). For black noise, the power spectrum

density

3

tlf 6ig. 3.1, (d)).

Log P (f)

Log P (f)

Log (Ð

Loe (Ð
(a) White Noise

(b) Pink Noise

Log P (f)
Log P (f)

Log (Ð
(d) Black Noise

(c) Brown Noise

P (Ð - Power spectrum density

f - Frequency

Figure 3.1 Noise Frequency and Power Spectrum Density

The natural world is filled with color noises, especially pink noise. Pink noise

is

dominant both in the natural world and the human nervous system. Music is similar to

pink noise, which may explain why music is pleasant to humans. Brown noise is good at
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modeling natural shapes such as mountains, whereas black noise is good at modeling
natural disasters such as floods, droughts and earthquakes [7].

With no exception, the background noise in a conversation through IP phones

also

belongs to coior noise.

3.ZFractal Theory and Fractal Dimension
3.2.1 Chaos and Fractal
Chaos refers to a deterministic dynamic system that behaves irregularly because of its

own internal structure, and not because of the random forces acting from outside [3]. The
special internal structure makes

it

unpredictable. In such a system, any small change in

any parameter at any time may cause a totally different result.

Fractal refers to a static geometry that is self-similar or self-affined. Chaos and fractal are

two different concepts, but they are related.

Benoit B. Mandelbrot [19] gives a definition of fractal as: a fractal is a shape made of
parts similar to the whole. This definition uses the concept of self-similarity.
called strictly self-similar
a small replica

if it

A

set is

can be broken into arbitrary small pieces, each of which is

of the entire set. That is, a fractal geometric shape is complex and detailed

in structure at any level of magnification. Self-similarity is a unifying concept in fractals.

According to this definition, the size of a fractal object depends on the scale with which it

is measured. When the scale tends to zero, the size of the object tends to infinity. In
mathematical terms, a fractal curve is not differentiable.

A classic example of a fractal object is a coastline. A question posed by Mandelbrot

is

"How long is the coast of Britain? ". Obviousiy, the result is measuring-scale dependent.

If

measured down to its least

iregularity, the length would tend toward infinite length.

2I

3.2.2 Hurst's Exponent

Harold Edwin Hurst l20l

l2ll [7] studied the droughts

along the river Nile by collecting

data on the river's water leveis (water discharge). The purpose of this research was to

find the relationship between annual discharges of the form:

R(^Ð/S(^Ð -^tH

(8q.3.1)

Where
S (AÐ is the sample standard deviation.

H is the Hurst's exponent.

R (AÐ is the difference between the maximum and minimum of the adjusted
cumulative discharges.

Let

X (t) the instantaneous value of a river's discharge at a location at time t. X (t) is
called the sample.

X'r'(t) a river's cumulative discharge between the beginning of year 0 and the end
of year t adjusted by subtracting the sample average discharge between year 0 and
year At.

R (AÐ is the difference between the maximum and minimum of the adjusted X*(Ð

for 0 < t <

^t.

R (AÐ has the meaning of the capacity of a reservoir required to

avoid floods and droughts over At years.

Hurst also generalized an equation L20l

l2ll:

R/S = k'F TH
'Where

T is the duration of the sample of data.

(F,q.3.2)

R/S is the corresponding value ofre-scaled range.

k is a constant that depends on the time-series.
H is the Hurst exponent.

For Brownian motion, H is 0.5. Many natural phenomena that show persistent behavior
can be described by equation (Eq. 3.2), and the relationship between R/S and

T

has

extensive applications.

3.2.3 Fractal Dimensions

Fractal objects are immeasurable

in terms of size, such as length,

area and volume,

because the size is dependent on the scale used for measuring. After all, for different

fractal objects there are different degrees of compiexity by evaluating how fast length, or
surface, or volume increase with respect to smaller and smaller scale. The fundamental
idea is to assume that there is a fixed relationship between the size of a fractal object and
the scale used to measure the fractal object, which allows getting size from scale, or scale

from size. Such

a

relationship can be represented as a power law of the form y

*

x d [3].

Intuitively, in standard Euclidean geometry, a point has a Euclidean dimension of zero

a

line has dimension one, a piane two and a volume three. Based on the same idea, a fractal
dimension is used to represent the degree of complexity of a fractal object. Mandelbrot

a much more abstract definition of dimension than that used in Euclidean
geometry, stating that the dimension of a fractal must be used as an exponent when
measuring its size. For example, when measuring the length of a fractal curve, an
adopted

exponent D is used to represent its complexity, which is a constant to a certain fractal
curve, as in the following equation:

L=N(r).rD

(Eq.3.3)

Where

r is the scale used to measure the fractal curve.

L is the measuring length on scale r.
N is the counting number that is needed to cover the fractal curve with scale r.
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D is the exponent constant called fractal dimension.
Obviously, D is not an integer for fractal curves.

3.2.3.1 Hausdorff-Besicovich Dimension

A

common type of fractal dimension is the Hausdorff-Besicovich

l22l

dimension or

similarity dimension. The basic idea is to use the most effective coverage to measure

a

r to be used to cover the fractal object could be in
which could be a small ball, area or line. The formula of fractal

Ïractal object. The scale-element

various shapes,

dimension can be described as:

D..

Log(N*/N*_r)

- L"g?*J,k)

(Eq.3.a)

or
r-og(N

D," = ri-+o
li*^;-

r)

(Eq.3.5)

Log(I/ ro)

Where

rn is the scale size of kT' coverage.
Nr is the number

needed to cover the fractal object

ro-, is the scale size

Nx-r

of (k

-I)"

coverage.

coverage.

is the number needed to

(k -I)'n

with r. in k't'

cover the fractal object with scale rr_,in

coverage.

Besides the Hausdorff dimension there are many other definitions of fractal dimension,
such as spectral dimension and variance dimension.

3.2.3.2 Spectral Dimension

A time series signal

can be transformed into its power spectrum density by using the

Fourier transform. The spectrum reveals the richness of different frequencies. For

a

periodic time series, the spectrum density is equally spaced sharp iines, whereas for other
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signals there may be a broadband distributed spectrum as in Fig. 3.1. The power spectrum
could be expressed in the following power law form [7]:

P(Ð=k*lP

(Eq.3.6)

Where
%is
P (Ð = (Re2 +Im2;
the power spectrum density.

Re is the real part amplitude.

Im is the imaginary part amplitude.

K is a constant.

fis

frequency.

B is the power law exponent.

Let Dp the spectral dimension, E an embedding Euclidean dimension, then the following
relationship is obtained [7]:

Dp=E+(3-þ)/2

(Eq.3.7)

By comparing with Fig. 3.1, we can connect the spectral dimension of background noise
to color noises. For audio signal, E= 1, using Eq. 3.7 , the relationships between them can
be obtained as follows:

,/
,/
./
./

White noise Spectrum fractal dimension Dþ=2.5
Pink noise Spectrum fractal dimension

DB =2.0

Brown noise Spectrum fractal dimension Dp =i.5
Black noise Spectrum fractal dimension DB =1.0

For any noise with a non-integer spectrum exponent 0< P <4, we can call it fractal noise.
Obviously, the spectral fractal dimension can be used to represent background noise.
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3.2.3.3 Variance Dimension

Let us assume a time series B (t). Based on the idea generalizedby Hurst in equation (Eq.

3.2),we have the following power law formuia [3]:

Var(B(tr)

- B(t,Ð - lt, - r,1"'

(Eq. 3.8)

Where

B (t) represents the amplitude at time t.

The left side of equation (Eq. 3.8) is the variance of increments of B (t) over a time
increment from t1 to t2. On the right side, H is the Hurst exponent, and t2-t¡ is the time
increment.

Set

6t =lt, _ t,l

(AB). =B(t)-B(t,)
Then the exponent H can be calculated from a log -log plot.

u =!toe(Ya'!P)o,)
2 log(Lt)

+log(c)

(8q.3.9)

Where
C is a constant.
Then the valiance dimension Do can be obtained by the following relationship l7l:

Do= E +1 - H =2

-H

(Eq. 3.10)

Where
E is the embedding Euclidean dimension and the value is

t

here.

For a time series, the variance dimension and spectral dimension should be the same [7],
that is,
Do =

Dp

(Eq. 3.11)
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Substituting equation (Eq. 3.7) and equation (Eq. 3.10) into equation (Eq. 3.1 1) gives

E+1

-H=E+(3-þ)/2

(Eq.3.12)

That is,

(Eq.3.13)

Þ=2H+1

From the relationship (Eq. 3.13) between spectral exponent B and Hurst exponent H, the

following results can be obtained for background noises:

./
,/
./
./

H=-0.5,

Ê

=0; whitenoise

H = 0.0, Ê = 1;pink noise

H = 0.5, þ =2;brown noise

H=1,F=3;blacknoise

From the above discussion we can see that the calculation method of variance fractal
dimension has the following properties:

1) All

calculations are

in the time domain, which makes computation simple

compared with the spectral dimension method that needs a Fourier transform.

2) There is no window size limit when

doing calculations, which makes it

especially suitable for real time analysis.

3)

There

is a direct relationship

exponent, which makes

between variance dimension and spectral

it an obvious candidate

to be used for revealing the

characteristic of background noise.

4)

The Hurst exponent is the only parameter needed in fractal noise generation

using midpoint displacement algorithm [3], which makes

it

useful in noise

generation.

3.3 Fractal Brownian Motion Modeling
Feedback and iteration are the two most common ways used to generate self-similar
graphs, such as Sierpinski Carpet

l23l

and Koch Snowflake

created the fractal concept [25] and gave
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l24l etc. Since Mandelbrot

a totally new concept to these beautiful

geometric graphs [3], fractal generation techniques have being used

in various fields,

such as image processing, landscape and time series modeling.

In the natural world, not all fractal objects are exactly self-similar or self affine. In fact,
most of them are multi-fractals. To those multi-fractals objects,

it is not easy to model

them by using simple iteration and feedback methods. For a time series, such
background noise, some special methods are developed

as

[7] for modeling. Midpoint

displacement algorithm and spectrum filter algorithm arc the two most likely to be used

for background noise modeling.

3.3.1 Spectral Filtering Algorithm

This algorithm directly uses the filtering technique in the frequency domain to produce
the desired fractal noise of desired spectral dimension. The procedure can be described as

follows:

1)

Generate Gaussian white noise.

2) Take a Fourier transform of the generated white noise.
3) Filter the spectrum to obtain the targeted spectrum.
4) Take the inverse Fourier transform to get the desired fractal.
This method directly targets on the spectral exponent B, and is easy to understand. But
Fourier transform may take a lot of time for calculation and cause side effects

in

a

window of limited size.

3.3.2 Midpoint DÍsplacement Algorithm (MPD) t3l

A. Fournier 126l originaliy introduced the MPD algorithm in order to find a method to
model irregular objects in the natural world, such as mountains. It is a straightforward
and the most popular way to produce Brownian motion. One
advantages

of the most significant

is that it can be generalized to generate fractal Brownian motion with

different fractal dimensions. For MPD algorithm, we would give a detailed description of
its procedure, scale factor analysis and generalization.
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3.3.2.1 MPD Algorithm Procedures

As shown in Figure 3.2, assume a time series process B (t), set a fixed point B (t=0)
and

B (t=1) a Gaussian random number. Next, B (t=I/z) is constructed

- 0,

as the average

of

B (0) and B (1), i.e. (B (0)+B (I))/2 plus an offset gr:

B (I/2) =(B (0) +B (I))/2 + 91
Then the intervals from 0
average (B (0)+B

(Eq.1a)

to l/2 and I/2 to 1 are divided again. B (L/4) is set as rhe

(I/2))/2 plus an offset

B (Il4) =(B (0) +B (I/2))/2 +

92,¡:

(Eq. 3.1s)

g21

B (3/4) is set as (B (1/2)+B (I))/2 plus an offset 92, 2:
B (3/4) =(B (I/2) +B (I))/2 +

(8q.3.16)

s2.2

Where

Et, Ez,t and g2,2 are Gaussian random numbers multiplied by different

scale

factors.

Similarly, the third stage can be processed in the same manner. Set

B (1/8)=(B (0)+B (I/4))/2 +s,1

(Eq.3.17)

B (3/8)=(B (I/4)+B (I/2)/2 +s,2

(Eq.3.18)

B (5/8)=(B (I/2)+B (3/4) /2+9.3

(Eq.3.1e)

B (7/8)=(B (3/4)+B (I))/2

+s¡

(F,q.3.20)

Where
ls,t,8s,2, Es,t, Et,qare also Gaussian random numbers multiplied by a scale factor.
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Figure 3.2 Midpoint Displacement Method

3.3.2.2 Scale Factor Analysis for Brownian Motion

In each stage, a new midpoint value is calculated from two neighboring points calculated

from the previous stage and a new offset, and the new offset is a Gaussian random
number multiplied by a scale factor. To obtain the formula of calculating the scale factor,

Brownian motion

is

analyzed

first; then a formula for fractal Brownian motion

is

generalized.

For Brownian motion, by equations (Eq. 3.8) and (8q.3.2), the following formula can be
obtained [3]:

Var(B(tr)

-

B(t,Ð =lt,

-r,lo'

(F,q.3.21)

'Where

o'is the standard deviation.

Let us deduce B (1) while B (0)=0.
From the left side of equation (Eq. 3.2I) we have
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Var (B (1)

- B (0)) =Var (B (l))-Var (B (Q))=Var

(B (1))

From the right side of equation (F,q.3.2I), we have
l1-01

o2= o2

Then, we have

Var (B (1)) = o2

For the above equation to be satisfied, B (1) must be a Gaussian random number with
mean 0 and variance 02.

From (Eq. 3.14), for 0 < t < 1, we have

B

(I/2)-

B (0) = (B (0) +B

(t))/z-B

(0)

*

8r = (B (1)

-B

(0))/2 +

St

For equation (Eq. 3.2I) to be true, we must require that

Var (B (l/2)

-B

(0)) =lI/2-01 o2

(8q.3.22)

The left side of (F,q.3.22) yields:

Var (B (I/2)

- B (0)) = Var ((B (1) - B (0)y2) +Var (g1)

= (I/4) o2 + Var

(g1)

(Flq.3.23)

The right side of (Eq. 3.22) yields:

lI/2 _0162 = çLlZ¡ o2

(F,q.3.2a)

Insert (Eq.3.23) and (Eq. 3.24) into (F,q.3.22)

(I/4)

o2 + Var (gr)

= g/2)

o2
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So,

Var (gt)

= 1I/4) o2

(F,q.3.2s)

For the above equation (Eq. 3.25) to be true, gr must be a Gaussian random number
multiplied by I/2.

In the next step, the same method is used.
From (Eq. 3.15) and (Eq. 3.21), we have

Var (B (I/4)

-

B (0)) =lr/4

-

(F,q.3.26)

0l o2

The left side of (Eq. 3.26) yields

Var (B (I/4)

-

=Var ((B (I/2)

B (0)) = Var ((B (0) +B (I/2))/2 - B (0) +Bz,r)

- B (0)y2) + Var (g2,1)

=(I/4) Var (B (I/2)) + Var

=(I/4) (I/2) oz + Var
=(1/S)) o2 + Var

(g2.1)

(g2,¡)

(g2,1)

(8q.3.27)

The right side of (8q.3.26) yields

lt/4 _ 0l o.2 = (l/4) oz

Take both sides into (8q.3.26) to obtain

Var (g r,r; = 11/8) o2

Applying the same idea to B (3/4), we can

(Eq.3.28)

Eet Ez.z

Yar (gz,ù = ¡1l8) o2
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Further more
Û¡r=O¡r
Þ2, I
bz,z

9l,t = 8l,z= 9t,g=

81,+

Use 92 to represent 92¡ and
Use gr to represent Ez,t, Et,z,

92.2

g3,3

and

g3,a

Continuing to finer resolutions yields

Var(g,,¡

= '¿j..-o'

(8q.3.29)

Thus, corresponding to the time difference

Lt = 2 -n, âfl offset g n cân be obtained by

multiplying a Gaussian random number with

a

factor

1

z'^
3.3.2.3 Fractal Brownian Motion Generation

By the power law equations (Eq. 3.8) and (8q.3.2), we have the following formula [3]:
Var (B (tz)-B (tr)) = I t2-qlzH o2

(Eq.3.30)

Using the same procedures as for Brownian motion generation, the initial displacement at

t=i

is a Gaussian random number G6, whose mean is ¡r=9 and variance o2

Var (B (1)-B (0)) = I 1-0

l2H

oz = o2

The first displacement is made at the midpoint of the interval [0,1]
1

B(1 / 2) =

-(B(0)
2

+ B(1)) + g,

JJ

Take B (I/2) to the ieft side of equation (Eq. 3.30), ti=O and t2=I/2 ro rhe right side of
equation (Eq. 3.30), then we have:

Left side
var (B (I / 2)

- B (0)) = ror(N#9 * r, -B(o)) =Yorç!]n(i) -

B(o)) +var(g,)

=io'+Var(g,)

Right side

l;-rl" o'=þo'
Equaling the two sides yields

io'

*Var(g,)

=#o'

Therefore

Var(g,):#o'-ïo' =

l-zzH"l-22'-2
zu Q- 2, )o-:-a-

Thus, the scaling factor is

So

i- .rrHl
o
l'-"
Bt=!

,zu

Gr

Here G1 is a Gaussian random number.

The second displacements are made at the midpoints of the subintervals 10, Yzl and lI/2,
11.

B(t / 4)=

B(1/ 2)) + Ez,t
rurol + B(1/2))+
s,.,
]2(B(u)+
I

B(3/4)=:(B(1
2

(Eq.3.31)

/z)+B(r))i8z,z

First,let us calculate the offset gr,, in equation (Eq. 3.31)
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@,q.3.32)

Take B(1 / 4) to the left side of equation (Eq. 3.30)

Var(B(T / 4)

-

Var(

-

I

r(B(I

B(0))
/ 2)

=rorrWÏWt

I

z.t

-B(0))

- B(0) + E r.,)

: lVar(B(I / 2) +Var(g r,)
T

11
=;.;roz

+Var(gr,,)

Note that

Var(B(l / 2) =Var(B(l/ 2) - B(0))

Take tr =0 and

tz=ll

:

þ

o'

to the right side of equation (8q.3.30)

l!-ol" o, = l" o-

14

+*

I

Therefore

11)
-a-/f-

4 22H"

+Var(gr.,¡

1

=þo'

So

var(gr,,l=þor,

-+.þo,

.2t')ot
=;r0-z-'
+
1

1

=__; * (1_rza-z¡62

lz)

Thus the scaiing factor of offset gr., is:

I_zzH-2

-æf,Thus the offset for second displacement is obtained:

I_22H-2

(2')"

Gr.,
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Using the same idea and procedures, another offset also be obtained:
F

-rut-z G,,,
Bz,z=léy
Where
Gz.t

and Gr,, are two Gaussian random numbers with mean zero and variance

o2

Continue to the third displacements, by generalization, the following formula can be
obtained for the

kt"

displacements:

t; ^zHJ

lt'j=lõr

or''

(Eq.3.33)

Where,

;-1 )

) k-l

Finally, a fractal Brownian noise sample can be obtained by adding an average value and
an offset

I r,¡ (Eq. 3.33).
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Chapter 4
Background Noise Separation and Generation
4.L Introduction
This thesis focuses on background noise generation for real time IP phone applications.

To generate noise that is similar to the original background noise, it is

necessa.ry to

separate the background noises and extract their feature parameters to be used

generation

in real time. Currently, the most popular algorithms used for

in noise

speech/non-

speech detection include the energy method [15][16], the zero-crossing rate method l27l

or a combination of them [28]. A common character of these methods is to find the
boundary between speech and noise, then cut the noise off. When mentioning noise,
randomness may be the first feature that can be recognized by intuition, but to identify

different noises, some special key parameters are needed. In fact, the most significant
features of noises in natural world are their spectral features [7] and energy features. The

relationship between noise spectrum and fractal dimension (see chapter 3) makes it
possible to extract the spectral feature by fractal dimension analysis. Meanwhile, the
range of the variance fractal dimension for background noise is different from that for
speech signal, which provides a useful method for noise separation [2]. Therefore, fractal

dimension and energy calculations are selected as two main methods to separate noises
and extract feature parameters. For most cases, these two methods are good enough to
detect the boundaries between speech signals and background noises, but in some special

situations, they may fail to do so. Thus, a new method besides these two is needed for

noise separation.

In this chapter, first we give a description to

noise separation

algorithms, then use examples to show how different methods work on noise separation;

after noise separation, we go to noise generation using the midpoint displacement
algorithm; at last we give an introduction to natural audio voice signal reconstruction.

4.2 Noise Separation Algorithms
Speech detection

is a crucial issue in adaptive speech enhancement

algorithms.

Generally, the strategy used in silence and speech detection is based on the amplitude of
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each audio signal sample (Fig. a.1) t161. Three parameters are used to determine the state

of a sample, that is, the talk-spurt threshold (TT), silence threshold (ST), and fading
window (FW). If the amplitude of a sample is larger than TT, then the sample is declared
as speech

signal. If the amplitude of the sampie is below the ST and exceeds the FW,

then the sample is declared as silence. To avoid choppy voice, the fading window size

FW should be large enough to cross the normal pauses or intervals among words or even
sentences.

S peech

begin point

Amplitude

\r

Audio signal

Silence begin

Time
Figure 4.1 Speech / Silence Detection

In this project, we are only interested at determining
noise or speech.

All the methods

if all the samples in a packet are

used for noise separation are based on the processing

of

data in a certain time window. Sometimes we also call the window a frame or a packet

for convenience. It is the characters obtained from a given packet that are used
determine

if

to

the data in the packet is speech or noise. Whether speech signal can be

detected accurately or not determines

if

the subsequent data transmission over Internet

can be kept to a minimum.

A.Z.lE,nergy Method
Usually, the average amplitude of a speech signal is larger than the averâge amplitude of
background noise, which makes

it

convenient by simply checking the energy of each
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packet to determine whether a packet is noise or speech. The energy of an audio signal
can be defined as:
rN

¿=

*Il¿r;ll'
ty

(Eq. a. r)

j=t

Where

A is the amplitude of

j

a sample.

is the sample index.

N is the total number of samples in a given packet.
E is the average energy of samples in the packet.

4,2.2 Y ariance Fractal Dimension Method

By equation (Eq. 3.9), Hurst's exponent H can be obtained from a log-log plot's slope of
the variance of amplitude increments versus time increments for a time series process:

log(Var(B(t)

-

B(tt))

:2H

logqt,

- r,l) * log(C)

(Eq. a.z)

Then the fractal variance dimension is obtained by the relationship between Hurst's
exponent and fractal variance dimension as in equation (Eq. 3.10), that is,

Do

=2- H

(Eq. a.3)

The same idea can be applied to a given packet of samples:

4.2.2.1 Variance Calculatio n 129)

Generally, for a given window

of

samples, the common formula

for computing

variance is:

"l-N '
s2N -l ltxr;l-M)'

(Eq.a.a)

/¡=1

Where

N is the total number of samples.
52 is the variance.

M is mean of the samples.
X is the value of a sample,

and

j

is the index.
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the

Now let us consider a given window of audio signal samples B (t ¡) as shown rnFig. 4.2.
The amplitude increments between two consecutive samples are:
(LB) ¡

-

B(t ¡*t)

-

B(t

j)

@q. a.s)

j= 0,I,2......N-2
Therefore the variance for amplitude increments (ÂB) can be obtained:
't

Var(LB) =

N-2

_-i_ Ltf¿¡1, 1ntr¡;'
(N - -I "¡__0" ' -

(Eq.4.6)

r

1)

N is the total number of samples.

(¡¡)

is the arithmetic mean of amplitude increments
t
(ÂB):'+f
N-r;=o tar),
N-2

j

@q.4.7)

is the index.

Amplitude B (t:)

N-2 N-l

(Time)

Figure 4.2 Samples In A Given Window

We have just deduced a formula for calculating the variance of amplitude increments
between two consecutive samples. Applying the same strategy, a formula can be obtained
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for calculating the variance of amplitude increments between two non-consecutive
samples.

No-r,

1

var(LB)o

2

=+-Ëk*)*,
-( r)-)
- r
./V¿

(Eq. a.8)

;=g

'Where

k is the distance between two samples that are used to calculate amplitude
increments.

Nr is the total number of amplitude increments Â8.

4.2.2.2 Time Increment

Let ôt be the time interval between two consecutive samples, and let k be the number of
time intervals between two samples as in equation (4.8).
Then the time increment between the two samples is:

ar = lrz- t1l= k

ôr

@q. a.g)

4.2.2.3 Log-Log Plot
Calculate two log values for each point of the plot, let

Xr = log

(Ât)

(Eq. a.10)

Yr = log (Var (AB)

¡)

(Eq. a.11)

Here,

Xr = log (At)
= log (k ôt)
= log (k) +log (ôt)

ôt is a constant, so in

X

axis the plot can be shifted by -log (ôt) without changing rhe

slope of the plot. Therefore, log (k) can be used only for plotting with ôt ignored. That is,
the following formula can be used for calculating slope directly:

Iog(Var(LB) o) = 2H log(k) + log(C)

@q.
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a.n)

4.2.2.4 Minimum Square

Error Algorithm for Slope Calculation

For a set of points that are roughly in a straight line, as shown in Fig. 4.3, the minimum
square error algorithm is an optimal method for calculating the slope of the line.

Assume M points (X (i), Y (i)), and use a srraighr line

(Eq.4.13)

Y=k*x+b

to simulate them. The square error e between this line (Eq.4.13) and the M points can be
written

as:

e

=Z&x

(i) + b -y(i))'?

(Eq.

a.Ia)

i=1

Figure 4.3 Minimum Square Algorithm

To minimize errot e, the first order partial difference of equation (Eq. 4.14) with respect
to the variables k and b has to be zero, that is

M

2i=l rt x (i) + b - Y (i))* X (i) = o
M

Lrtx(i)+b-Y(i))*1=o
From equation (Eq. 4.15), the slope k is obtained:

(Eq. a.1s)

MMM

M>x(i)Y(r)-I x(ù>YQ)
k-

l=l

i=l

l=l

(Eq.4.16)

*Ð*'Q)-[itt'r)'
4.2.2.5 Variance Fractal Dimension Calculation

From Eq.4.l2 andBq.416, Hurst's exponent is obtained:

MMM

n=!2

M> x (i)Y (i)- | x 1;¡l r1;¡
í=l

i=l

i=t

(Eq. a.I7)

*ä*'G)-[É",',)'

Where

X(i) = iog(fr,)
Y

(i)

(Eq. 4.18)

: log(Var(LB) ,)

(Eq. a.19)

i = 1,2...M
M is the total number of pairs (Y (i), X (i)).
From Eq.4.3, the variance fractal dimension can be obtained.

For a given window with N total samples, the calculation procedures are as follows:

1) Find the maximum

number of different At for which the AB should be computed

for the log-log plot. For a log 2-log z plot, the at with sizel, 2,4.... z"
for the time increments at. The maximum number can be caicuiated by

n^*

=t",[ffi#)

= intqrog, q¡/¡¡
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@q.4.20)

are

optimal

2) Select a reasonabie size as the largest size in order to get a satisfactory variance of

amplitude increments. For example, for a window

of 5I2 samples, we would

select 16 as the largest size of Ât, so that the total coverage is 512/16 =32. A
sufficient coverage is necessary to obtain a satisfactory variance.

3) Select a smallest size Ât

in order to reduce computation. Generally, a size of

1 is

selected.

4) For each size of

^t,

find the maximum coverage number Nr; then use Eq. 4.8 for

variance calculations.

5)

Get two log 2 values using Eq. 4.18 and Eq. 4.19, and then Hurst's exponent H
can be obtained from Eq. 4.17. Finally, variance dimension can be obtained:

Do=2-H
4.2.3Peak Point Density Method
The idea behind the new method is to track the change of frequency content in an audio
signal. Whenever there is speech added to background noise, the audio signal changes in

both energy and frequency contents. The energy method is good at detecting energy
change, but there is no reaction to frequency change. When speaking softly, the energy

method may not work. The fractal variance dimension method catches changes of both
energy and frequency, but

in a very noisy environment it may also fail to detect the

boundary between speech and non-speech signal. This is the reason why a new method

(p"*

point density) is defined and developed for this projecr.

Frequency analysis involves a Fourier Transform, but this is too expensive for computing
and may not be sensitive enough in a high noise environment situation. Instead we define
the peak point density, that is, the number of maxima

ppD

=Zpf¡>

in a given window of samples.
@q.

i=l
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a.zI)

Where

N is the total number of samples in a given window.

p(t) =

Ite (A(i -1) < A(t) > A(i +1)) ll (A(t - i) > A(i) < A(i +I)
0 e Others
t
A is amplitude of

a sample.

4.3 Background Noise Separation
As mentioned, three methods are combined together to achieve the noise separation.
Except for being used for noise separation, the variance fractal dimension method and
energy method are also used for noise feature parameters extraction. Peak point density
method is only used for noise separation.

In the following section, we would like to give some audio signal examples first, and then
use the examples to explain how the energy method, variance dimension method and
peak point method work on noise separation.

4.3.1 Audio Signal Examples

All the examples here are obtained using

sun workstations at TRZabs in Winnipeg by

recording the input signals from microphones.

The audio signal Fr(t) (Fig. 4.4) is obtained in a normal background noise environment.
The speech signal includes isolated words and sentences. This audio signal is a common
one in conversations, and would be used as a genelal example to show how different
noise separation methods work.

The audio signal F2(t) (Fig. 4.5) is obtained by changing the sound voiume of an audio
machine. The signal is all background noise, and there is no utterance. This audio signal

would be used to show a case in which the energy method does not work on noise
separation.
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The audio signal F3(t) (Fig. 4.6) is obtained in a normal background noise environment.
The speech signal includes a few special utterances. This audio signal would be used

as

an example to show that the energy method and variance dimension method fail to
recognize the existences of some special utterances.

Amplitude
25000
20000
15000

Background noise

10000
5000

/

o

-5000
-10000

Speech signal

-15000

Time (s)
Figure 4.4 Audio Signal F¡(t)
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20m

0
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Figure 4.5 Audio Signal F2(t)
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Figure 4.6 Audio Signal F3(t)
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Figure 4.7 Audio Signal Fa(t)
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Amplitude

30000
20000
10000

-10000
-?oooo
-30000

Backgrou

Figure 4.8 Audio Signal F5(t)

The audio signal F¿(t) (Fig. 4.7) is obtained in a normal background noise environment.
The speech includes few words. This audio signal would be used to show a case in which

different methods compensate each other, that is, sometimes one method works better
than others.

The audio signal Fs(t) (Fig. 4.8) is obtained in a noisy background environment. The
energy of the speech signal is weak relative to the background noise. This audio signal

would be used as a case in which only the peak point method works well for speech
signal detection while both the energy method and variance method fail to do so.
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4.3.2 Speech Signal Detection

First, the audio signal Fr(t) (Fig. 4.4) is used as an example to explain how to do noise
separation using variance method, energy method and peak point density method. Next,

all the orher audio signals F2(t) (Fig. 4.5), F3(t) (Fig. 4.6), Fa(t) (Fig. 4.7)

and F5(t) (Fig.

4.8) are used as special cases to show why the three methods are combined together to
achieve noise separation.

1)

Variance Dimension (VD) Method

Generally, background noise has a dimension greater than 1.85, speech signal has
dimension between

I.0-I.15 [2]. The well known

observation can be used to detect

speech signal.

Audio signal F¡(t)
Speech signal

nu.r.ghnd

--;

noise

-45000

25
2
1.5
1

0.5

0

Time (s)
Figure 4.9 Yuiance Fractal Dimension Method
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a

Fig. 4.9 (a) shows the audio signal F1(t), and (b) is the variance fractal dimension curve
obtained from F¡

(t) by applying the variance fractal dimension method on it.

The

following features of variance fractal dimension is noticeable:

a)

The variance fractal dimension is sensitive to sudden change of the audio
signal, and

it does not always stay in at low level

during the period of one

word or few words. Therefore this method is good at detecting the start point
and end point of a word or a sentence.

b) The value of the variance dimension doesn't depend on the amplitude of the

signal; therefore it is good at detecting speech signal in a noisy environment
when speaking relatively quietly.

The features of variance fractal dimension can be applied on speech signal detection

as

follows (Fig.4.10):

Dimension

Speech begin point

Silence begin point

2.0
t.75

Time
Figure 4. i0 Speech Signal Detection Using Variance Dimension

When the value of variance dimension of a data packet is lower than a threshold, say
1.75, the packet is recognized as speech, and we call

it

'speech begin point'. Then the

audio signal enters into speech field. After the 'speech begin point', whenever there is a
packet with variance dimension value larger than T.75, the fading window (FW) is added

with one and checked; whenever there is a packet with variance dimension value smaller
than the threshold, FW is reset to zero. Only when the number of packets with larger
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value than l.'75 exceeds a threshold of fading window, that is, FW is larger than the
fading window threshold, the packet of data is recognized as silence.

Speech signal

-li

Background noise

Time (S)
Figure 4.11 Energy Method

Audio signal F¡ (t)
Speech signal

,/

nu"tgr#a

ffieå

noise

Density (Unified)

iero orn,

2.5
2

1.5
1

0.5
0

Time (s)
Figure 4.I2 Peak Point Density Method
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qt¡

2)

Energy (E) Method

Energy method is a simple and efficient method at detecting speech signal from noise for
most cases. From the energy curve (Fig. 4.11, (b)) we have:

a)

There are sharp changes at both the begin point and the end point of
speech signals. During a word or a sentence, the energy is high, and tends

to stay in the high level.

b) The value of the energy is consistent with the audio volume or sample
amplitude.

The strategy used in this method for speech detection is similar to that used in variance
dimension. The difference between them is that the threshold of the energy method would
change with the change of background noise while the threshold in variance method is

quite stable; the fading window size tends to be smaller in energy method. Generally,
energy method

is not suitable for noise separation in a strong background noise

environment. The values of the energy obtained from the audio signal F1(t) have a large
scale. To show the

low energy part more clearly, the value of the energy larger than 3E6

is cut off when drawing the curve as in Fig. 4.1 1 (b).

3)

Peak Point Density Method (PPD)

By the principle of PPD method, PPD is only sensitive to the change of frequency content

in an audio signal. This makes it suitable for noise
environment. The features

separation

in a noisy

background

of PPD curve (Fig. .I2) arc similar to that of

variance

dimension (Fig. a. i0). Therefore the strategy of using PPD method for noise separation is

similar to that of variance dimension too. The difference between them is that there are

two thresholds, that is, high threshold (HT) and low threshold (LT) in PPD method.
Whenever the PPD value of a data packet is smaller than LT or lager than HT, the packet

is recognized as speech. Usually the PPD value of

speech

background noise, but there are some exceptions (see Fig. 4.11).
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is smalier than that of

For convenience of comparison, we put the variance dimension curve (Fig. a.10 (b)), the
energy curve (Fig. a.1 1 (b)) and the peak point density curve (Fig a.12 (b)) together (Fig.

4.I3). Clearly, in the case of audio signal F¡(t), any one of the three methods can work
well in noise separation.

Time (s)
Figure 4.13 Audio Signal F1(t) Noise Separation
4.3.3 Special Situations Testing

In section 4.2.2, audio example F1(t) is used to expiain how the methods (VD, E, PPD)
work on noise separation. Here we would like to use examples to show the limitations of
each different noise separation method in some special cases.

In Fig. 4.I4 (a), the audio signals

F2

(t) are all background noise and there is no speech

signal. The correct detecting result should be that all the audio signals are background
noises no matter how the amplitude changes. But from the curves in (b), the energy curve
changes with the change of energy. Therefore,

in this

case.
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it is not suitabie to

use the energy method

Fig.4.15 (a) is an audio signal with three utterances. From the curves in (b), we find that
the energy method is good at detecting the first two utterances, and the fractal dimension

method

is only good at detecting the first utterance, whereas the peak point

density

method is good at detecting all of the utterances. About the fractal dimension method,
Grieder [2] has done more tests on different utterances.

Fig. 4.16 (a) is an audio signal with three words. The curves in Fig. 4.16 (b) show that for
the first word the peak point density method works better the variance method, because at

the end boundary of the word, there is no abrupt transition on the VD curve. For the
second word, the variance method works better than the peak point density method
because at the start boundary

of the word, the PPD value is still at the level

background noise.

Background noise

r \
rV \

-----

----------

lltl.t,l.lå'.l,i1,..,1,i,'i.r¡,i,r[l¡[l.J¡¡,.r",i,¡u

VD, E, PPD of F2(t)

2.5
2
1.5
1

0.5
0
Time

(b)
Figure 4.14 Audio Signal Fz (t) Noise Separation
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Figure 4.15 Audio Signal F3 (t) Noise Separation
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Audio signal Fa(t)
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4
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2
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0
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Time (S)

Figure 4.16 Audio Signal

Fa

(t) Noise Separarion

Fig. 4.17 (a) is an audio signal with high background noise. In this case, the speech signal
can only be detected with the peakpoint method (Fig. a.17 (b)). The other rwo merhods
are not sensitive to the weak speech signal added to the background noise.
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Figure 4. i7 Audio Signal F5(t) Noise Separation

4.4 Fractal Noise Generation
The midpoint displacement algorithm is considered as a more suitable method in real

time applications compared with the spectral filtering method (see Chapter 3), as it
doesn't involve time-consuming calculation such as Fourier transforms which are
necessary

in the spectral filtering method. Beside that, MPD can avoid the window

side

effects caused by FFT and filtering, especially when the window size is small. In real
time communication, a small window size is significant to the quality of service, because

it reduces time delay for

a packet to be delivered.
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In Chapter 3,

a

complete analysis of the midpoint displacement algorithm has been given.

Here we only give a description of how to use

it to generate fractal

noise for a given

window. As shown in Fig.4.18, N is the window size; Y is the amplitude of each sample.

(N/2)

3N/

Figure 4. i8 Fractal noise generation

The procedures can be described as the follows:

1) Let the first point of this window

2)

be zero: Y (0) = 0.

Let the iast point of this window be a Gaussian random number G6: Y (N) =
Go.

3)
' I-et r1{¡
'2' = lf"tol
2'

+ y(N)) + s,,,

9,,, is an offset and can be obtained by using F;q.3.33, that is,
F

8,,, =

-zu+

(Eq.4.22)

l rUo',
H is the Hurst's exponent, and
G,,, is a Gaussian random number.
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4) Let

r(0¡ + q{;
À/
Y(i)=--r3*

r,,

(Eq.

vrlt+ (N)
3N
Y(
irz.z
__

o)=

a.n)

(Eq. a.za)

2

Where

f-*""
ïz.t=lO*",,

(Eq.4.25)

-çnt
Bz,z=lef",,

@q.4.26)

F

G

2,1

and G

2,2 are

both random Gaussian numbers.

Note: Go, G r,r, G 2,r and G

2,2 àra

obtained from a Gaussian random function, and

generally have different and independent values.

4)

Continue until the last point is calculated:

Y(N-l;=:

,J!_2iJ!)*,
2

ok.j

(Eq. a.27)

Where

G :
ök'j

i;II_Z^2rr -2
.-Gr,¡
\ Qo)"

k = logr(N)

j :Zk-l
Finally, the given window is filled with generated samples of noise
Here, i =0, 1, 2,3

y

(i).

...... N.

By giving different Hurst's exponents, different fractal noises are generated. Examples
are as shown in Fig. 4.I9,Fig.4.20 andEig4.2l.
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Hurst's exponent H= -0.5

Window size:5I2

Figure 4.19 Generated Fractal White Noise
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Figure 4.20 Generated Fractal Pink Noise
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Figure 4.2I Generated Fractal Brown Noise
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4.5 Audio Signal Reconstruction
In PC - PC Internet phone communication model

as discussed

in chapter 2, for the voice

transmission only the speech signal is deiivered to the receiver side because of noise
suppression. There is no data in the gaps between these speech signals, and the gaps are

simply silence in receiver side speakers. This project provides a solution to the problem

by using the generated fractal noises and speech signals to reconstruct an audio signal
that is similar to the original one. To show the effectiveness of this solution, two audio
signal examples are used for testing. The first one (Fig. 4.22) was recorded in a normal
background environment, whereas the second one (Fig.

a.n)

was recorded in a special

background noise situation, that is, the background noise is not stable, but changed with
time.

In each example, the original audio signal is provided first; then the speech signals after
noise separation are provided. The speech signals are the only voice data that is actually
transmitted via Internet in IP phone applications. The speech signals provided here show

how our noise separation methods work. At last, a reconstructed audio signal is provided

to show how the reconstructed audio signal looks like by comparing with the original
one.

Fig. 4.22 also shows that the algorithms developed for noise separation and

noise

generation in this thesis work well.

Fig. 4.23 is a sampie with a more complicated background noise environment, that is, the
background noise changes during a conversation. From Fig.4.23 (b), we can see that the

noise separation successfully detects background noise with different energy. From Fig.

4'23 (c), we can see that the noise generator successfully mimics the changes in
energy of the background noise.
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Figure 4.22 Audio Signal Reconstruction Example-I
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Figure 4.23 Audio Signal Reconstruction Example-Il
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F¡om the examples in Fig. 4.22 (b) and Fig. 4.23 (b), we can see that there are errors at

the end point detections of speech signals. Actually, the errors exactly encompass the
fading windows (FW), and hence this does not mean that our noise separation method

fails to give an accurate detection of the end point of a speech signal. The purpose of
setting a big fading window size is to avoid removing the short time pauses in a sentence.
By making the fading window size smaller, more accurate detection of speech end points
can be achieved.

Fig. 4.22 assumes the procedures contained in the solution provided in this project for the
silence problem existed already

in Internet phone applications. The scenario

can be

described as follows (See Fig. 4.24):

At the Sender Side

S:

1) Original audio signal (a) is first sent to a noise separator

2) After

for noise separation.

noise separation, speech signal (b) and background noise are separated.

Furthermore the background noise feature parameters, that is, the energy (E) and
variance dimension (D") are extracted.

3)

After encapsulation, both the speech signal (b) and the feature parameters (8, Do)

are transmitted through Internet to the receiver side. To transmit the two
parameters needs two bytes, whereas it needs 512 bytes to transmit the voice data

if the window size is 512.
At the Receiver Side R:

1)

Upon receiving the data sent from the sender side, the speech signal (b) and noise
feature parameters (E, Do) are recovered.

2) The recovered parameters (8, Do) are sent to a noise generator for

noise

generation.

3) The generated

noise and the recovered speech signal (b) are sent to an audio

signal composer for reconstruction to obtain the natural audio signal (c).
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About the silent intervals caused by echo cancellation,

it is essentially

filling noises. During the period of echo, there are no meaningful
noise generation, so a substitute of noise is used to

fill

a problem of

parameters obtained for

the intervals. That is, the noise

generated by using the parameters obtained from its neighboring period of time is used to

fill

the silent intervals caused by echo cancellation.

Original
Audio signal
(a)

Feature parameters:
Do and E

Sender Side

S

Internet

Receiver Side R

Recovered
Speech signal
(b)

Received feature
Parameters: Do and E

Reconstructed

Audio signal
(c)

Figure 4.24 Audio Signal Reconstruction Procedures
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Chapter 5

IP Phone Prototype Software Development
5.1 Introduction
Adaptive and dynamic noise generation

for

Internet phone program development

involves Internet voice data telecommunication and audio data processing. The voice data

communication basically deals with the client connection establishment and packet
transmission over TCP/IP, whereas the data processing mainiy deals

with

noise

separation and noise generation. The prototype program is developed in Java language.

The telecommunication part is based on Web2Talk [4], and the data processing part is
based on the algorithms discussed in this thesis.

The prototype consists of a client application and a server application (Fig. 5.1). In order

to be able for the client application to work, the server application must be running at an

IP address with a server socket opened on a port number known by all clients, that is,
client applications need to know the IP address of the server and socket port number that
the server opens for listening. Any user who runs a client application must register to the
server with all necessary information such as nickname, IP address and port numbers. On
these port numbers the client is listening to receive audio data and text chat messages

from other client applications as well as commands from the server. Once registered with
the server application, the server knows the IP address of a client and the port numbers

that the client prepares for receiving data. Of course, most of the information can be
obtained by client program automatically except the user's nickname. Upon receiving the

information, the user is added to the server's user list database. The server keeps track of

all clients on-line continuously to know who is still active, and then broadcasts to all
users. The server is also responsible for helping two users to get connected. Once a user
gets connected to a partner, the client application begins to collect audio data, do noise
separation and remove echo, then send the voice data and key parameters to its partner.

Meanwhile, the client application plays the speech signals ssnt by its partner. When there
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is a silence, the noise generator is called to generate suitable noises according to
energy and variance fractal dimension parameters received from the sender side.

Register
Broadcast

Client

Server
Request

Step I

Audio & Text chat

Step 2

Fig. 5.1 Internet phone Server and Ciient Model

5.2 Modules of a Client Application
The client application can be classified into the following modules:

r
o
o

User interface module

Audio data processing module
Telecommunicationmodule

6l

the

5.2.1 User Interface Module
The user interface module performs the following tasks:

o
o
o
1)

Provides a main user interface
Provides a pop out Dialog window

Event handling

Main User Interface

The main user interface (Fig. 5.2) consists of the following components:

'/

Register

Provides a text field and button for users to input their nickname and click to
register. For each client, server application requires a unique nickname, so that the
server knows where to find a client by its nickname only.

,/

Invitation

Provides an invitation button and a user list that includes ali currently active users
so that one client can select another one to talk.

'/

Text Chat

Text-chat allows a user to type a text message and to send the text message to the
selected partner. Meanwhile,

it displays text messages from both sides of

a

pair of

partners.

,/

Message Area

The message alea is used to show messages sent from the server and messages of
user guidance information on line about how to use the software.

,/

Scrolling Bars

They are used to set thresholds for noise separation and echo cancellation. Users
can adjust the thresholds value by moving the scrolling bars.
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Figure 5.2Main User Interface

'/
A

Speech Detection Testing
speech-testing button is used to test noise separation

for a set of thresholds.

Once a user clicks on this button, the audio signal recorded from the same side

will be directed to data processing

module for noise separation

in an initial

thresholds setting. After noise separation, speech signals are sent to speakers for
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playing. By moving the scrolling bars to reset the threshoids and monitoring the
voice quality, an optimal set of thresholds is obtained.

,/

Reset button

Once this button is clicked, all the threshold parameters for noise separation and

echo cancellation

will be automatically set to a predefined set that is good for

noise separation in a normal background noise case.

2) Invitation DÍalog Window
Once a user gets an invitation from others, a dialog frame pops out. The user can seiect

'Accept' or 'Refuse' to accept or refuse the invitation for text chat or talking.

3)

Event Handling

Whenever the content or status in a component of the user interface is changed, event

handling is responsible for capturing the change and informing related methods. For
example, when thresholds for noise separation are changed, the changes would be
captured and sent to a noise separation method.

5.2.2 Audio Data Processing Module
This module performs:

o
o

Background noise separation
Fractal noise generation

5.2.2.1 Background Noise Separation

Audio data recorded by a microphone is coded using
needs to be done first.

G.lIl

u-law, therefore decoding

After that, the data in a given window is determined to be

speech

or background noise by checking the variance fractal dimension, energy and peak point
density features obtained from this window. The proceducers and flow chat for noise
separation can be described as follows (Fig. 5.3):

10

A window of
Audio data

Figure 5.3 Noise Separation Flow-Chart

]T

1.

Take a window of audio data in a buffer.

2. Decode the compressed audio data in u-iaw to linear format.
3. Check to see if the data is echo or not.
4. If the data is echo, then stop.
5. If the data is not an echo, then calculate its energy (E), variance fractal dimension
(VD) and peak point density (PPD).

6.

Check the threshold parameters for E, VD and PPD as well as fading window size

to determine if the data is background noise.

7. If it is noise, then transmit the noise feature parameters E and VD to the receiver
side.

8. If it is speech signal, then go to a switch

and let the original audio signal be

transmitted.

5.2.2.2 Fractal Noise Generation

The midpoint displacement algorithm is used for noise generation. After receiving
parameters (E and FD) from a conversation partner, the noise generator would first judge

if it is necessary to generate new noise. In most cases, the background noise environment
is stable, that is, for a certain period of time both the energy and variance dimension
features ofbackground noise do not change or at least stay in a narrow range. They are so

similar that humans are unable to tell the differences, which makes it possible to use
buffered noises that were generated earlier instead of generating new noise. The
producers and flow chat for noise generation are as follows (Fig. 5.4):

1.

Get the noise feature parameters from the connected socket.

2.

Check the similarity between noises and determine

if

new noise is needed from

the noise generator.

3. If

there is no need to generate new noise, simply send the previous one to the

speaker for playing. otherwise go to step 4 for new noise generation.

4.
5.
6.

Generate a Gaussian random number.

Calculate the scaling factor.
Scale the generated noise.
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7.

Repeat 4) to 6) until all the points in a window are filled.

8.

Pack the generated noise according to

9.

Send

G.7II u-law.

it to a speaker.

Energy &
Variance Dimension

Buffered
Noise

Gaussian random number

Location
Scale factor

Amplitude scaling

Figure 5.4 Noise Generation Flow-Chart

5.2.3 Telecommunication Module [30][3 1]t321 t33l

This module is responsible for audio data transmission and text chat transmission as well
as the communications between server application and client application.
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5.2.3.I TCP/IP Connection

To carry out coÍìmunication between two machines over TCP/IP,

a

virtual connection

channel is needed. To establish the connection, an IP address and a port number are
needed (Fig. 5.5).

Machine A

Machine B

TCP/IP Connection

Figure 5.5 TCP/IP Connection Model

Take Fig. 5.5 as an example. To establish a TCP/IP connection from machine
machine B, a server socket needs to be opened on a certain port first in machine B:

Server_socket = new ServerSocket (port_number_in_B) ;

Then Machine B listens there for any connection made by others:

while (true)
{
Socket newsocket = Server_socket.accept0;

Ì

14

A

to

For machine

A to connect to machine B, the IP address of machine B

and the port

number on which machine B is listening are needed. The connection can be established

from machine A to machine B by the command:

Client_socket = new Socket (Machine B_IP_address, port_number_in_B)

;

After the connection is established, machine A can send data to machine B.

5.2.3.2 UDP/IP Communication

To send an UDP/IP packet from machine A ro

machine

B (Fig. 5.5), first a

DatagramSocket needs to be opened on a certain port in machine B:

UDP_Socket = new DatagramSocket (port_number_in B);

Then machine B listens on the socket to receive UDP packets sent from others:

while (true)
{

UDP_Socket.receive0;

)

To send a UDP packet from machine A to machine B, a DatagramPacket needs to

be

constructed. In the DatagramPacket, the IP address of machine B and the port number

on which machine B is listening are included. Each DatagramPacket is independent
from all others; it is the IP address and the port number included in each UDP packet that
are required to deliver a packet from machine

Step 1, construct UDP packet Output_Packet:
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A to machine B:

Output_Packet = new DatagramPacket (buffer, buffer.length,
Machine_B_IP_Address, port_number_in_B)

;

Step 2, send UDP packet Output_Packet out:

theSocket = neryy DatagramSocketO;
theS ocket.send (Output_Packet)

;

5.3 Client Application Class Hierarchy
The client application consists of 10 classes and the hierarchy is as follows (Fig 5.6):

TextChatMessage

CmdReceiverThread

InviteDialog

AudioReceiverThread

cientAppDialog

TextChatReceiverThre ad

NoiseGeneratorThread

Figure 5.6 Client Application Class Hierarchies
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clientApp.class provides a user interface by adding a series of sub-panels to a main

frame. Method main 0 is included in this class. All the threads in

a

client application are

initially started. This class handles various events such as nickname input, partner
selection and scrolling bars changes, etc.

clientAppDialog.class displays messages about the client application in

a new

window.

inviteDialog.class provides a new window for a user to "Accept" ol' "Refuse" a request
for connection.

CallServer.class is responsible for a user to communicate with server application. It
knows where to connect to the server and sends registration info¡mation about this user,
such as local IP address, nickname and a series of socket-port numbers for receiving data.

It is also responsible for

sending

all

requests

to the

server

for

connection or

disconnection.

CmdReceiverThread.class starts a command receiver thread named "CmdReceiver",
and opens a socket for the server to connect and send messages to it.

It handles various

commands from the server.

AudioReceiverThread.class starts an 'AudioReceiver' thread for receiving voice data
from partners.

TextChatReceiverThread.class

is

responsible

for receiving text chat message from

partners.

AudioSenderThread.class is responsible for connecting to a pafiner, reading audio data
from a microphone and doing noise separation as well as sending voice data out.

TextChatMessge.class is responsible for sending text chat messages to partners.

ll

NoiseGeneratorThread

is

responsible

for noise

generation and sample amplitude

scaling.

5.4 Implementation of Client Application
Running the client application clientApp, the main user interface is displayed (Fig. 5.2).
Through the interface, the following actions are performed:

o

Registration

Upon registering, the method register 0 is called:

callserver = new CallServer (cmdrecv.getport 0, audrecv.getport 0,
nickname);

Then callServer is called and gets all the necessary information prepared:

local_addr = InetAddress.getlocalHost 0;
identline = idfy + rr rr + this.nickname + rf <" + this.username + "@" +

local-addr.tostring0.substring (local_addr.tostringO.indexof("/")+L)+ "> "
+ this.send_to_port + rr rr + this.local_cmd_port;

Connects to the server, then sends the identifying information out:

ctrl_socket = new Socket ("ece1-.ee.umanitoba.ca", server_port);

ctrl-out = new Printstream (ctrl_socket.getoutputstream0);
ctrl_out.println(identline)

o

;

Invite Somebody to Talk

When inviting somebody, the client sends a request to the server:

if (callserver.Invite(talk_to_name)) { t...1}

t8

The server then checks to see if the client invited is already in connection with other
partners.

If not, it notifies the invited client that you are invited. Meanwhile, the invited

client application pops out a Dialog window to ask

if

the invited client accepts the

invitation or not:

CmdReceiver:

InviteDialog yndialog = new InviteDialog (clientApp.smp_frâme, "fnvitation
received", inputline.substring (5),

" invited you to a talk", "Accept",

"Refuse");

If

the invitation gets accepted, communication can begin, and then the streams of audio

data and text chat messages can be transmitted directly between two partners.

o

Text Chat

After connection, partners can communicate via text chat messages with each other:

HandleEvent (Event e)
{
else

if ((e.target == textfTeld) && (e.key -- '\n'))

{

Yourwritting=f s¡1¡.1d. getText 0 ;

Yourwritting=¡is¡tame+": "+Yourwritting + "\n";
textfield.setText (" ");
dmes

gArea.appendText (Yourwritting)

clientApp.smp.wsend.start 0 ;

Ì
Ì

19

;

o

Speech Recognition Testing

When pressing the 'speech-testing' button

in the main user interface, the method

handleEvent(Event e) is called to get new thresholds for noise separation and echo
cancellation:

else

if (e.id =- Event.SCROLL_ABSOLUTE
ll e.id ==

Event.SCROLL_LINE_DOWN

ll e.id == Event.SCROLL_LINE_UP
ll e.id == Event.SCROLL_PAGE_DO\ryN
ll e.id == Event.SCROLL_PAGE_UP)

{
etlabel.setText ("8_Threshold " + ET.getValue 0);
fdlabel.setText ("Noise_CutD " + FD.getValue 0);
fclabel.setText ("Noise_CutF " + FC.getValue 0);
erlabel.setText ("Echo_Remove " + ER.getValue 0);

Ì

.

Talk

Conversations are full duplex between two partners. Audio streams are read directly from
audio device microphone:

from_micro = nertr BufferedlnputStream(new
FilelnputStream( "/dev/audio

" )) ;

The data is sent to the partner who is listening, and played on audio device speaker:

to_speaker = nerv BufferedOutputStream(new

FileOutputStream( "/dev/audio

" )) ;
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5.5 Server Application
Although the development of a sever application is beyond the scope of this thesis, we

still like to give a general introduction to the server application. Then a briefly analysis to
the server program of Web2Talk [4] will be presented.

5.5.1 Introduction of Server Application

As a server in Internet phone applications, it shouid perform the follows:

.
o
o

Ijser database
Call signaling
Online users update

5.5.1.1 User Database

Upon registering, clients send their information to the server application, so that the
server knows how to identify them by checking their nicknames. Therefore, a user
database is necessary for a server to keep all of the users' information.

Generally speaking, a database consists of two parts; one is the structure used to store
messages; the other one is the interfaces used for pushing in and taking out messages.

For each user, the following information should be stored:

1.

Nickname (as ID)

2.
3.
4.

IP address
Port numbers the client is listening on
Connection status to partners

For the interfaces of the database, the following actions should be performed:

1. Add new element
2. Find an element by ID
3. Delete an element
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5.5.1,.2 Call Signaling

Cali signaling happens whenever a client tries to call another client. Before connection to
a partner, a client only knows its partner's nickname from a user list displayed in the
main user interface of the client application, and it is upon the server application that can

tell where to find the partner. When receiving an invitation request from a client,
the requested client is busy or not;

if the

like to accept the invitation, then the server

sends

server inquires the database and checks
requested client is not busy and would

if

the

all the necessary information to both of them for their connection.

5.5.1.3 Online Users Update

With users' coming and leaving, the user database needs to be updated, and the updated
user

list should be sent to all the users immediately. There are various reasons for a user

to leave without time to inform the server application, so for some clients the server may
never know whether they are still online or not. To solve this problem, a ping program is
used, that is,

in each certain interval of time, the server sends a message to all clients for

them to reply. If there is no reply within a predefined time period, the client is considered
dead and removed from the user list.

5.5.2 Analysis of Web2Talk Server

The class hierarchy is as given in Fig. 5.J, and the functionalities of these classes are
described as follows:

serverApp.class

This class includes the main method.

It

opens a server socket on a well-known IP

address and port number, and accepts connections from clients:

serverSocket = new ServerSocket(port_numbr);
newSocket = serverSocket.accept0;
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Each time there is a client registered on the server, a new thread is created to handle all
requests from this client until

it quits:

new RequestThread(newSocket,host,userdata).start0

;

RequestThread.class
This class is responsible for handling various requests from client applications. To a new
user,

it

analyses the identify information

first and

see

if the same ID

has been existed,

if

not, stores the user in a user database. Then it deals with other requests such as invitation,
acceptance or refuse and ping etc.

PFile.class
This class provides interface methods used for adding, deleting and finding a user.

Participant.class
This class provides a database structure used to store various message from users. It also
provides sub-interface methods used for providing various messages of a user.

Ping.class & PingClient.class
These two classes are responsible
certain time period, and check

if

for sending a 'ping' request to all clients once in

some client is

a

still alive or not. If a client is not alive, it

is deleted from the user database.

UpdateThread.class

This class is responsible for contacting all clients and broadcasting the news of some
events that the clients should know about, so that users can timely know which one is still

active.

SendMessage.class

This class provides an essay way to send messages to clients.
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SessionManager

SendMessage

Participant

UpdateThread

Figure 5.7 Server Application Class Hierarchies
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PingCiient

Chapter 6
Conclusion And Discussion
In this thesis, an analysis of current IP phone applications is given. Based on

this

analysis, the silence problem is recognized and discussed. Based on fractal and chaos
techniques, an adaptive and dynamic noise generator is provided for noise generation.
The silence problem existing in conversations via IP phones is addressed and solved by

filling

generated noise

into silent intervals. Preliminary results show a

improvement in the voice quality. The advantage of this solution is that

substantial

it improves

the

voice quality without burdening the Internet with extra voice data transmission.

The fractal technique is reviewed.

A

midpoint displacement algorithm and variance

fractal dimension algorithm are derived and used in this project for noise separation and
noise generation. The variance fractal dimension and the energy of background noise are

recognized as two critical parameters

to

represent

a certain kind of noise. When

generating noise, the variance fractal dimension is used for fractal noise generation, and
the energy is used to provide amplitude scale factors.

In noise separation, a peak point density method is defined and used in association with
fractal dimension technique and energy method together to carry out the noise separation.
The noise separation method developed in this project is tested and verified successfully

for various audio signals.

At last, a prototype of an Internet phone

program is developed

in

Java language to

implement noise separation, echo cancellation, noise generation and text chat as well

as

voice data transmission (Fig. 5.2). The extensive use of multithreads in this software is a
specific feature.

In

Internet phone communications, filling the silences with fractal noise

is a new

endeavor aimed at improving voice quality. The success of this method largely depends
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on the noise separation and features extraction from the separated noise. Based on the

work done in this project and the experience of using commercial IP

phones, the

following should be considered as future work for this project:

1. Breathing Recognition

When talking softly, breathing could be annoying. Microphones are sensitive to the
movement of air, as it causes the air vibration. When the distance between a mouth and a

microphone is small and the sound of speaking is weak, the signal caused by breathing
could be as strong as that caused by speech.
and removed, then

If

the breathing signal can be distinguished

filled with background noise, the voice quality in conversations would

be improved. So far, there is no method that can recognize the breathing signal well.
Therefore, a new algorithm for breathing signal recognition would be very useful in voice

communication applications.

2. No Voice

In a conversation via IP phones, when there is no voice for a long time due to the packet
loss in a burst of heavy Internet traffic, a partner may experience the following dilemmas:

.
o
o

Is his speech delivered to partners successfully?

When shall he begin to speak again?
Is his partner still on line or disconnected?

In this situation, to play some kind of fractal music or noise could be a good solution in a

period of Internet traffic jam, so that the conversation partners know when to restart
speaking instead of always asking 'are you there?'

Usually, each client either receives speech signal or feature parameters (E, Do) from
partners. Once both terminated without any notification from the server application, the

client application may consider this situation as a traffic jam.
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3. Optimal Setting Noise Separation Threshold

In different background environments, the optimal set of thresholds for noise generation
could be different. In the prototype provided by this thesis so far, to get an optimal set of
thresholds, users need to adjust a series of scrolling bars in the main user interface while
speaking to microphones while monitoring the speech played from speakers. It would be
appreciated

if

this can be done automatically by the client applications, so that the users

don't need to set the scrolling bars by themselves.

4.

Audio Device

Audio device parameters setting are not avaiiable from the prototype program. Among
the parameters, buffer size directly determines how much data it will hold before sending

them out for data processing, and

it further affects the total time delay. Therefore, mol.e

work should be done on audio device parameters setting.
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